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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new pixel-based background subtraction technique, applicable to range images, to detect motion.
Our method exploits the physical meaning of depth information, which leads to an improved background/foreground segmentation and the instantaneous suppression of ghosts that
would appear on color images.
In particular, our technique considers certain characteristics of depth measurements, such as failures for certain pixels
or the non-uniformity of the spatial distribution of noise in
range images, to build an improved pixel-based background
model. Experiments show that incorporating specificities related to depth measurements allows us to propose a method
whose performance is increased with respect to other stateof-the-art methods.
Index Terms— Range camera; background subtraction;
motion detection; Kinect; depth imagery; video surveillance
1. INTRODUCTION
Motion detection is one of the most essential tasks in
computer vision, especially for dealing with real-time video
streams. Video surveillance, event monitoring, people counting and face recognition are some examples of applications
using motion detection as a pre-processing step.
One of the most straightforward approaches to motion detection consists in building a model of the static scene, which
is named background, and comparing it with the values of
each pixel of an image, one by one. If, for a given pixel,
there is a noticeable difference, then the pixel is supposed to
belong to an object in motion and is labeled as being in the
foreground. Background subtraction is thus a two class segmentation technique (foreground or background).
While the principle is simple, there are many practical
problems for color images because of many known issues
such as sudden lighting changes, camouflage effects, or the
appearance of ghosts due to static objects in the scene that
start moving. Cameras that measure depth instead of color
therefore offer an interesting alternative for motion detection
because depth is not pruned to the same limitations and because the signal itself has a different physical meaning. For

example, 3D cameras such as the Kinect [8] are almost insensitive to sudden illumination changes and they are unrelated to
the true color of objects (to a large degree). Background models obtained for range images are thus expected to be more
stable, as long as they take the physical nature of depth into
account.
Despite the inherent advantages of range imaging compared to color imaging, it is ineffective to only transpose
the principles of background subtraction methods tailored
for color images to depth images as such. Although this
approach is favored almost exclusively by researchers,
results are below the achievable performance. We found that
considering the physical nature of depth and its measurement,
such as measurement failures or the relationship between
measurement uncertainty and depth, helps to increase the
segmentation quality significantly.
This paper proposes a new background subtraction
technique tailored for depth imaging; our method was further
refined for the Kinect camera. It is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the state-of-the-art for motion detection in
range images. Our method is detailed in Section 3. Section 4
evaluates our method and compares it to other techniques.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Most of the literature work for motion detection has been
dedicated to color imaging. As emphasized in some reviewing papers [2, 13], the numerous color-based techniques exploit the statistical properties of colors and specific methodologies and datasets were developed to compare and evaluate
all these methods for colors. In comparison, motion detection
for range images is almost unexplored, as mentioned by Greff
et al. [9]. In some papers on 3D imaging, authors have mainly
developed post-processing techniques and they did not focus
on the raw data itself. For example, Schwarz et al. [17] use
a basic technique that assumes a static background and the
absence of foreground objects during the initialization phase.
Jansen et al. [12] apply the method of the exponential filter to
3D images, while Guðmundsson et al. [10] rely on one adaptive Gaussian per pixel. Other authors use the well-known
mixture of Gaussians model [20, 23], but they ignore the particular characteristics of depth information.
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Since the commercialization of the Kinect camera
in 2010, there have been some efforts to combine color
and depth information provided by the camera. Several
algorithms for RGB-D background subtraction have been
proposed. Often, these algorithms merge the informations
provided by the two separate RGB and D sensors, and
they consist in applying classical methods to depth images.
For example, Lorenzo-Navarro et al. [15] model the depth
of background pixels with a mixture of Gaussians whose
number is pixel dependent. Clapes et al. [5] had a different
approach; they combine RGB and depth information in a
four-dimensional vector and then model the background
with four-dimensional Gaussians.
The initialization is
done by means of a time-windowed Gaussian for a static
scene, however the model is not adapted during later steps.
Camplani and Salgado [4] propose a slight modification
for the case of the Kinect camera. Their algorithm uses
a mixture of Gaussians to segment the depth map but the
number of Gaussians that model the background is controlled
by a parameter such that it removes a bias due to the depth
uncertainty of the Kinect. This adaptation was also used
in [3].
To the best of our knowledge, there exists only one
algorithm for the segmentation of the foreground, developed specifically for depth images. This algorithm,
proposed by del-Blanco et al. [7], is designed for the
Kinect camera and it combines two classifiers to produce
the foreground/background segmentation map. The first
classifier, which is the mixture of Gaussians proposed by
Camplani et al. [4] applied to depth, serves to provide a
pixel-based model for dynamic backgrounds. The second
classifier is a Bayesian network that operates at the level of
regions to deal with spatial and depth correlations of regions
over time. It runs as follows. A dynamic spatial model
estimates which regions could belong to the foreground
in the current frame, given a previous time. A second,
based on depth, predicts the distribution of depth changes
between two consecutive frames. While this combination is
interesting, these two models rely on restrictive hypotheses.
The dynamic spatial model ignores the displacement vector
of moving objects, their speed as well as their acceleration,
and assumes an isotropic displacement distribution. The
model based on depth assumes a unique displacement for
all foreground objects, thus ignoring possibly opposite displacements, object deformations, and neglecting that pixels
of an object could have different motion speeds. Despite all
these limitations, their results show an improvement with
respect to some state-of-the-art techniques developed for
color images [1, 11, 16, 23]. Unfortunately, the algorithm
of del-Blanco et al. is far from being real-time; the authors
mention a frame rate of about 1 fps on a 3GHz Intel Core
i7-3540M for 640x320 large images. There is thus the need
for fast algorithms suited for depth images.

3. DESCRIPTION OF OUR BACKGROUND
SUBTRACTION METHOD
In this section, we propose a new pixel-based model for background subtraction in 3D images. This model, developed for
dealing with depth information acquired with the Kinect version 1, is a hybrid model that combines depth values gathered
in one model and wrong values, considered as holes, in another model. First, we explain our motivation for a hybrid
model (Section 3.1). Then, we detail both parts of this model
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Finally, a special post-processing filter that preserves a high reliability over time is presented in
Section 3.4.
3.1. Towards a hybrid background model
The choice of a hybrid background model is motivated by the
existence of depth measurement failures, for certain pixels in
3D images, often referred to as “holes” in the literature. These
failures originate from several possible physical phenomena:
multiple reflections, strong light in the scene, depth shadows,
absorption by black objects, diffraction, depth discontinuities,
etc. When a depth measure is unreliable, the Kinect camera
identifies it by a special value in its output; other cameras
might have another convention. Obviously, color-based motion detection methods are unaware of the existence of such
a special value as the color modality is not affected by holes.
Therefore, when a color-based method is applied to range images, the special value is treated as a depth value. This careless treatment of wrong pixel values impacts on the quality of
the background model, and the background then mixes real
depth values and holes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In particular,
we show the color image of the scene, the depth map given
by the Kinect camera, and the background provided by the
Pfinder method [22] in, respectively, Figs 1a, 1b, and 1c.
To avoid the appearance of wrong values originating from
holes in the background, our technique deals with depth data
and holes separately, and it builds two independent but complementary models. One model represents the depth of the
scene with a single depth value; the other model analyzes the
dynamics of holes and locate pixels whose background should
be labeled as a hole. It appears that, for building a reliable
background model and subsequently to improve the detection
of motion, it is interesting to explicitly identify pixels whose
depth measures are never performed (for instance because the
real depth of these pixels exceeds the depth range of the sensor) and to consider them as holes rather than to allocate them
a depth measure.
Therefore our technique is based on a hybrid background
model of the scene that identifies pixels as a depth measure
or as a hole, depending on their location. Fig. 1d illustrates
the background obtained with our model. The comparison
with the background model of the Pfinder model [22] shown
on Fig. 1c confirms the relevance of a double model, one for
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: Towards a hybrid model for representing the background of a range image. The (a) image is the color image of
a scene as taken from the database of [19]. Image (b) is the
corresponding depth map of the scene (also taken from the
database of [19]). In this image, values corresponding to holes
are mentioned in white. Image (c) shows the background
model obtained with Pfinder [22]. This model wrongly interprets holes in the background as being very close to the Kinect
(see the pink pixels). Image (d) presents the background built
by our hybrid background model. Note that, in our model, we
preserve the distinction between real depth values and holes
in the background.
depth and one for holes.
Note that our approach significantly differs from existing
techniques and in particular from the one proposed by delBlanco et al. [7]. In their paper, they use a Bayesian network
to predict the 3D localization of foreground objects whereas
our algorithm models the background. In the next two sections, we describe our model for holes (Section 3.2) and our
model for real depth values (Section 3.3).
3.2. Considering holes in one model
The goal of introducing a model for holes in a background
subtraction technique applicable to range images is the localization of pixels whose background is better represented by
holes instead of a depth. More precisely, we want to identify
locations for which depth measures are never performed when
the background is not occluded by a foreground object. We

will refer to these pixels as constant holes in the rest of the
paper. Under the assumption that the background is visible
most of the time, the pixels that we try to locate correspond to
large series of consecutive holes in the video stream. A simple way to build the model then consists in using a counter
for each pixel, memorizing the number of consecutive holes.
If the counter exceeds a given threshold NH , the pixel is labeled as a constant hole in the final hybrid background model.
For such a pixel, a valid depth measure can only be due to a
moving object occluding the background. The classification
process is thus the following: if a depth measure is valid, the
pixel is classified as foreground, otherwise it is classified as
background.
This counting procedure cannot work if the background
is not visible most of the time. For instance, in the case of
a scene with many moving objects, constant holes may not
be identified as such, leading to them being put in the depthbased background model in the final hybrid model. Note that
this does not mean that the segmentation algorithm will fail
to detect moving objects reliably in this particular situation;
it all depends if the depth-based background model is capable to estimate the real depth of the background with a good
accuracy.
In order to give an adaptive behavior to our model for
holes, we introduce an additional parameter TW (both TW
and NH are defined heuristically with TW  NH ) used to
reset a pixel labeled as a constant hole when necessary. If the
number of consecutive holes in a pixel labeled as a constant
hole is smaller than NH during TW consecutive frames, the
pixel is not considered as a constant hole anymore and the
pixel model is reinitialized which means that the final model
for that pixel is handled by the depth-based model of the hybrid model. To our knowledge, our algorithm is the first algorithm to introduce an analysis of the dynamics of holes in the
building of the background model.
3.3. Depth-based background model
The goal of the depth-based background model is to estimate
the real depth of the background for each pixel. It is a pixelbased background model which means that for each pixel, a
background model is built independently of other pixels. As
discussed in [21], this approach should be preferred to regionbased models because the segmentation process is local. We
thus relegate to post-processing steps the task of adding some
form of spatial consistency to our results.
For describing the statistical distribution of depth, we
choose a Gaussian probability density function (pdf). Given
the predefined form of the pdf, our depth-based model thus
belongs to the class of parametric models. Compared to
non-parametric models such as those presented in [11, 21],
this class has the advantage of a reduced memory footprint as
it only requires to memorize the parameters of the pdf instead
of a collection of previously observed values.
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For the color modality, a simple model such as the Gaussian is generally not sufficient because the real pdf may have
several modes (due to monitor flicker, swaying trees, waves
in the sea, . . . ). In range images however, color changes in
the background don’t affect the depth measure. Moreover,
since the Kinect camera is an indoor device, it can be reasonably assumed that the scene doesn’t contain aperiodic dynamic backgrounds such as swaying trees or waves or that
these elements are too far to be detected. The choice of one
unimodal Gaussian model per pixel is therefore appropriate
to represent the measured depth. Consequently, two parameters are memorized for each pixel: the mean of the Gaussian
µ and its standard deviation σ. In its simplified form, the
BG/FG classification process for the depth-based model considers that the current depth value Dt belongs to the Gaussian
distribution if the condition µ − Kσ ≤ Dt ≤ µ + Kσ is met,
where K is a global parameter controlling the rate of pixels
incorrectly classified as foreground in the segmentation map.
From our experience, it is important to improve this decision process. In the next sections, we first elaborate on the
nature of the depth signal and its impact on the process. Then,
we present the updating equations of the mean µ and the standard deviation σ. We will see that µ is updated by means of a
physical interpretation of the depth signal which is the major
contribution of this paper, whereas the standard deviation σ
is updated according to a law defined by the noise of the sensor. We also propose a mechanism for a fast suppression of
ghosts that exploits the physical meaning of the depth signal
and a kinematic constraint on the speed of foreground objects
(see subsection 3.3.3). The whole segmentation process for
the depth-based model is summarized in subsection 3.3.4.
3.3.1. Physical interpretation of the depth signal
The main innovation of our algorithm lies in the physically
motivated updating strategy of the Gaussian mean µ. The idea
is that depth values can be ordered to the contrary of colors.
To illustrate this idea, let’s imagine the following problem.
Consider a noise-free color image and suppose, to keep it simple, that for a given pixel, we have observed only two different
colors: red and blue. We know that one of them is the background color whereas the other is the color of a moving object
observed previously for that pixel. The goal consists to identify the color of the background. Given the red or blue information only, it is impossible to answer the question because
there is no ordering relationship for colors. The case of range
images is different. For a certain pixel, we have two different
noise-free depth measures D1 and D2 with D1 < D2 . One of
these values corresponds to the background whereas the other
is the depth of a foreground object observed previously for
that pixel location. Here too the goal consists to determine
the background value. But now, we can exploit the ordering
relationship of range images: the background is always located behind the foreground, by definition. Consequently, D2

is the depth of the background. This ordering relationship is
valid for an arbitrary number of values. If we have n noisefree values D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn such that D1 < D2 < ... < Dn
with one value only belonging to the background, then Dn is
its depth value. The above physical interpretation allows us
to conclude that for a noise-free signal –please note that is a
strong condition–, the depth of the background at a specific
pixel location is at least equal to the maximum depth value
observed for that pixel. We can thus approximate the mean of
the Gaussian by µt = M AX(Dk ) for k ∈ [0, t] where Dk is
the measured depth at time k.
This physical interpretation has a huge benefit. It allows
us to suppress ghosts that would appear on color images when
a static object belonging to the background suddenly starts
moving. If a background initially masked by this object is
uncovered, it is erroneously classified as foreground by colorbased methods because of the absence of an ordering relationship to discriminate this case from the case of a foreground
object masking the background. The Sakbot system of Cucchiara et al. [6] eliminates these ghosts by means of an optical
flow computation on the foreground connected components of
the segmentation map. This highly time-consuming process
is unable to suppress ghosts connected with the moved object.
ViBe [21] provides a suppression of ghosts faster than the incorporation of stopped objects into the background thanks to
a conservative updating strategy and a spatial diffusion mechanism of background pixel values. However, the randomness
of the spatial diffusion and its limited range between two consecutive frames (3 × 3 square grid) prevent ghosts from being
eliminated quickly. By contrast, with our technique, the uncovered background will be instantaneously incorporated into
the background model as it is the maximum observed value
and the ghost will thus be eliminated at the next frame. Fig. 2
illustrates this enhancement.
3.3.2. Depth-dependent BG/FG decision threshold
We have just explained how the physical nature of depth signal affects the updating mechanism for the mean. The updating procedure for the standard deviation is instead based
on a behavior law of the sensor noise. Khoshelham [14] established that the noise of the Kinect depth sensor follows a
quadratic relationship with respect to the actual depth of the
object:
σd = Kkinect D2 ,
(1)
where σd is the standard deviation of depth, D the real depth
of the surface and Kkinect a constant depending on the reflecting properties of the material. For a planar surface nearly
perpendicular to the optical axis of the camera, Kkinect ≈
1, 5.10−3 m−1 (this is the value taken in this paper). We exploit this result in our depth-based background model by stating that:
σt = Kkinect µ2t .

(2)
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Fig. 2: How the ordering relationship between range values helps to remove ghosts almost instantaneously. (a) and (b) are depth
maps of a scene showing a person that starts moving. In (b), the person has moved, leaving an uncovered background behind
her. Image (c) is the segmentation map produced by our method at the time of the (b) image; there is no ghost to be seen to the
contrary of classical techniques, as shown by the segmentation map (d), obtained with the PBAS technique [11].
The standard deviation σt is thus a good estimate of the measurement uncertainty if the mean µt is close to the actual
depth of the background. As stated earlier, a current pixel
depth value Dt fits within the background model if the following condition
µt − Kσt ≤ Dt ≤ µt + Kσt

(3)

is met. Therefore, our BG/FG decision threshold is given by
τt = KKkinect µ2t . This equation shows that our BG/FG decision threshold is depth-dependent, making our method able to
adapt itself to the non-uniform noise in range images. Unlike
traditional methods that would use a constant decision threshold for the whole image or the full depth range, our technique
can deal both with low or large depth values, as shown in
Fig. 3.
3.3.3. Kinematic constraint and faster suppression of ghosts
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the updating of the µ parameter of a
pixel by means of the maximum observed depth value is the
key for the fast suppression of ghosts. However, this suppression is only effective after one frame. Indeed, when the scene
background is uncovered, the depth-based background model
is updated. However, we still have to present our classification criterion for this case.
This process involves a constraint on the speed of the
moving objects. The knowledge of a physical limit on the
speed of the foreground objects can be beneficial for the task
of motion detection. If we denote this maximum speed by
Vmax , the maximum depth jump of the foreground between
two consecutive frames is upper bounded by:
Vmax
,
(4)
Fr
where F r is the frame rate of the camera (30 frames per second for the Kinect). Therefore, if the current depth value Dt
is such that
4Pmax =

µt + Kσt + 4Pmax < Dt ,

(5)

then we can reasonably assume that the depth jump cannot
be due to the backwards motion of a foreground object. The
background label is then assigned to the pixel. This implies an
immediate suppression of ghosts. However, if the following
condition is met:
µt + Kσt < Dt ≤ µt + Kσt + 4Pmax ,

(6)

the depth jump can be associated either to the backwards motion of a foreground object or to an uncovered background.
In this case, as depth jumps due to an uncovered background
generally follow the inequality (5), we interpret the situation
as a backwards motion of a foreground object and assign a
foreground label to the pixel.
3.3.4. Summary of the updating equations, classification process, and initialization process
Table 1 summarizes the updating equations, the classification process and the initialization process of our depth-based
background model. Note that when the current depth value
fits within the background model, we use a recursive filter on
the mean µ to enhance the estimation of the real background
depth. The parameter α is a global parameter set for the whole
video and satisfies 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The fitting interval between
the background model and the current depth value is thus the
only interval for which the mean µ can decrease.
When a foreground object moves in front of the background, parameters are not updated. This means that foreground objects that suddenly stop are not incorporated into
the background. As said in [21], this is preferable as the application may need to keep those objects in the foreground.
We thus relegate to post-processing steps the decision to keep
newly static objects in the foreground or to absorb them in the
background.
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Fig. 3: A depth-dependent BG/FG decision threshold produces high quality BG/FG segmentation for both low and large depth
values. Image (a) shows a depth map with depth camouflage for low depth values (hand of the man). We compare our result with
those of the Sakbot system presented in [6]. This system uses a global BG/FG decision threshold for the whole image. Images
(b), (c) and (d) show Sakbot segmentation results for a high threshold, a low threshold, and a medium threshold respectively.
None of them produces a reliable segmentation for both low and large depth values. By contrast, (e) shows that our method
provides a high quality segmentation.
Updating equations and classification process
Kσt
0
Condition
µt+1
σt+1
Class

Dt = 0 (hole)
µt
σt
BG

Lt
0 < Dt < Lt
µt
σt
FG

µt

Ht

Lt ≤ Dt ≤ Ht
Ht < Dt ≤ Ht + ∆Pmax
(1 − α)µt + αDt
Dt
Kkinect µ2t+1
Kkinect µ2t+1
BG
FG
Initialization process

µ0 = D0

Depth

Ht + ∆Pmax
Ht + ∆Pmax < Dt
Dt
Kkinect µ2t+1
BG
σ0 = Kkinect µ20

Table 1: Summary of the updating equations, classification process, and initialization process of the depth-based background
model. Dt is the current depth value for the considered pixel. Lt and Ht are respectively defined by µt − Kσt and µt + Kσt .
The updating strategy presented on table 1 may be seen as
a semi-conservative strategy because pixel values that do not
fit within the background model may be used to update the
model or not, depending on the position of these values with
respect to the [Lt , Ht ] interval.
3.4. Post-processing
In order to provide a high quality foreground segmentation
over time, a post-processing filter is applied to cope with an
event that is ignored by our depth-based background. In fact,
the model assumes that all noisy measurements Dt of the
background depth satisfy µt − Kσt ≤ Dt ≤ µt + Kσt . However, when due to noise, a depth exceeds the upper limit of this
inequality, the mean µ is set equal to this outlier value. Next
depth values, which are not outliers, will met the 0 < Dt <
Lt condition of table 1, which means µ is not updated anymore, leading to a persistent error. This increases the amount
of false positives in the segmentation map, referred to as “outliers errors” in the rest of the section.
To cope with this effect, we introduce a mechanism whose
task consists to lower the mean value µ of the model after
some outliers. This is not trivial because the connected components of both outliers errors and a sleeping foreground are

static in the segmentation map. Therefore, counting the number of consecutive foreground labels or using an optical flow
computation on the foreground objects is ineffective to distinguish outliers errors from a sleeping foreground.
To make the distinction, we rely on the contour of connected foreground pixels in the segmentation map. As range
measurements near depth discontinuities oscillate between
the depth values of both sides of the discontinuity, the contour
of a sleeping foreground object oscillate too. On the contrary,
the contour of a connected component of outliers errors is
stable because it is not linked to any depth discontinuity. The
proposed post-process consists in counting, for each pixel,
the number of consecutive motion maps for which the pixel
is classified as foreground and located on the contour of a
connected foreground component. If this number exceeds a
global parameter Nmax , the mean µ is reset by the equation
µt+1 = Dt with a probability p = L1 , where L is the length
(number of pixels) of the contour containing the considered
pixel. The introduction of this probability results from a
compromise between the correction of outliers errors and the
inhibition of the incorporation of foreground objects into the
background. It is a heuristic.
Finally, as commonly adopted in background subtraction,
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we add two post-processing operations: a morphological
opening with a 3 × 3 cross structuring element followed by
a 7 × 7 median filter. The morphological opening mainly
deletes false positive errors caused by the multi-modal
behavior of the depth pdf near jump edges. The median filter
adds some form of spatial consistency to the results of our
pixel-based technique.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the results of our technique with
those of two state-of-the-art color-based methods (PBAS [11]
and SOBS [16]) and those of two well-known Gaussian mixtures: the mixture of Stauffer et al. [20] and that of Zivkovic
et al. [23]. We used the implementations available in the
BGSLibrary [18] and set the parameters of these methods
to the values recommended by the authors in their papers.
Regarding the parameters of our method, the following set
has been used: α = 0.01, K = 3.5, Vmax = 30 km/h,
Nmax = 10, NH = 80, TW = 300.
As there is no available diversified database usable
for the evaluation of motion detection in range images,
we have built a new database that contains eight depth
maps sequences. Three sequences have been taken from
an existing depth-based database [19], representing a real
surveillance application. We have added five sequences
representing various challenges: a basic scene with a person
moving continuously, a sequence with depth camouflage,
another with many foreground objects in the initialization
phase, a sequence evaluating the ability of the algorithm to
distinguish black moving objects from depth shadows, and a
video containing a person initially at rest that suddenly starts
moving laterally and then stops. This last video is designed
to evaluate the ability of the algorithm to suppress ghosts
and to keep sleeping objects in the foreground. For all these
sequences, ground-truths have been labeled manually at the
rate of one ground-truth image per 25 frames.
The metric used to evaluate performances is the Euclidean
distance in the ROC space between the position of the binary
classifier and the position of the best theoretical
classifier.
√
This metric is thus defined by deuc = F N R2 + F P R2 ,
where F N R and F P R are respectively the false negative rate
and the false positive rate. Compared to classical metrics such
as error rates, recall, specificity or F-measure, the Euclidean
distance has the advantages to equally consider false positive
and false negative detections, and it is independent of the prior
probability for the pixel to belong to the background. The
comparative results are drawn in Fig. 4, on the ROC space for
each sequence. This figure shows that our proposed method
outperforms state-of-the-art methods for 3D images.
Ideally, we would have liked to compare our approach to
that proposed by del-Blanco et al. [7]. Unfortunately, there is
no source code available for this method and a personal implementation is unrealistic given the complexity of the technique.

Fig. 4: Comparison of methods in the ROC space for all sequences. Blue line represents the ROC curve of a classifier
that guesses the class of the pixel randomly. The results of
our method (blue spots) are very close to the position of the
best theoretical classifier defined by (F P R, T P R) = (0, 1),
to the contrary of other known techniques developed for color
images.
However, regarding the computational requirements, our approach is much more effective as it is capable to process 15
frames per second on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 2020M processor for 640x480 large image sizes (in a C++ implementation,
with no particular optimization), whereas the Bayesian network runs at about 1 frame per second on a 3 GHz Intel Core
i7-3540M for 640x320 large image sizes. Our algorithm is
thus suited for real-time applications.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel pixel-based background subtraction technique for 3D images. The technique is based
on a hybrid model that combines two models, one for labeling holes, and one for the estimation of real depth values. The major contribution is the exploitation of the physical meaning of the depth signal in the depth-based background model to improve the detection of foreground objects
and to instantaneously suppress ghosts that would appear in
color images. The non-uniformity of the spatial distribution
of noise in range images is also considered to improve the
quality of the segmentation both for low and large depth values. Experiments show that our method outperforms state-ofthe-art color-based methods applied to range images.
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